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Emo,ti9fls~run '1iligh with the thrill of landfall under a erystal clear 

TOUCHLINE 

We made it! The Better Connection, co-skippered by An any Steward, manager of the Royal Cape Yacht Club, and his development crew, crosses the finish line of the MTN Cape-to-Rio 2000 race in 
Copacabana Bay on Sunday. The famous Sugarloaf Mount in looms behind the yacht. Crewman Virgil Mpaly shared his daily log with readers of the Cape Argus 

I 

Cabo Frio, the first landfall as you approac 
Rio, is exquisite, the coastline stretches 
for miles. 

A flat area about a kilometre wide gives 
way to towering green, majestic mountains 
Your eyes are drawn to the red clay roof 
tiles of hundreds of single storey houses. 
The fresh air is something few will have 
experienced and the sky is crystal clear. 

As you get closer to the city the 
architecture starts to change. Huge 
mansions are constructed into the rocky 
outcrops and blend with the tropical 
vegetation. Then, as if the earth ends, the 
houses give way to new mountain 
formations. Strange in form, shape and size, 
you are left wondering how vegetation 
exists without any sign of soil to sustain it. 
The ocean takes c,,1 a new form as well as it 
surges between many islands. 

There is also the threat of fishing nets and 
marker flags denoting lobster pots. 

Ships everywhere! Counter swells make 
sailing very tricky as one searches for the 
perfect wave to prevent capsizing, but then 
Sieraj (Jacobs) does a superb job. Then the 
skyline of the city appears through the haze. 
You radio your position, to inform race 
officials as well as the media boat - the 
dedicated staff who welcome each yacht 
into Rio. 

Eventually Copacabana beach is distinct 
with loads ofrevellers and shade umbrellas 
and the unmistakable Sugar Loaf perched 
high above, with its drooping cable cars 
swaying from side to side. We follow the 
chart into the bay and are met by what . 
sounds like "f-o-l-9-m-i" shouted by excited 
Brazilians. Passed on to another vessel 
marked with "follow me!" our yacht is 
moored at the club. 

Emotions run high as what appears to be 
the entire population welcomes us with a 
standing ovation. 

With the boat already cleaned and packed, 
we head for the showers. But the water's 
cold! The attendant doesn't understand until 

outhern sky 
VIRGIL'S 
ODYSSEY 
Virgil Mpaly and the rest of 
the crew from the MTN 
The Better Connection are ~~~__.. 
waiting for the final prize-giving for the 
Cape to Rio after coming in 8th in their 
class on Sunday. In this, his last 
missive as on-board correspondent, 
Virgil describes their landfall 

Ashton grabs his upper body and shivers. 
He eventually gets the idea and switches on 
the geyser. \ · 

Supper consists of hamburgers and 
cooldrinks and Saskia Kemp, from another 
yachts, tells us all about tler trip and the 
breathtaking experiences. 

At llpm we decided to go exploring. After 
walking through narrow streets filled with 
cars parked bumper-to~bumper the 
apartment blocks give way to a cheaper 
neighbourhood and I am concerned for 
Saskia's safety. · 

Later we stop on a little bridge not far 
from the yacht club and watch the people go 
by. It's midnight, but kids are ciycling and 
skateboarding as if it is 2pm. · 

The following day is spent a\_the mall. 
Sieraj was stopped from entering the mqll 
because he was not wearing shoes. Luckily a 
spare pair surfaced. 

We caused quite a stir in mir yellow, red 
and blue MTN jerseys and pe~ple kept 
showing us their feet and jabbering 
something. We discover that Brazil beat 
Columbia the previous day and everyone 
thought we were Columbians and could not 
stop taunting us with the idea that we lost 
to them. · 


